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Use different URL as homepage not working

Status
- Open

Subject
Use different URL as homepage not working

Version
6.x

Category
- Error
- Usability

Feature
Administration
Custom Home Page and Group Home Page

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
whit

Lastmod by
whit

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 📡

Description
With a home page from an imported Mediawiki at tiki-index.php?page=Main+Page putting either that, or that with http://192.168.2.6/tiki-index.php?page=Main+Page or that with 192.168.2.6/tiki-index.php?page=Main+Page has no effect at all. The documentation for this feature claims that any entry here should override the Use tiki feature as homepage scroll selection, but that remains in control here, and its selection is what is shown.

So either there's a way to get this to work and the documentation's incomplete. Or the feature is broken. If the second, what would the most direct work-around be?

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
3681

Created
Monday 29 November, 2010 19:41:25 GMT-0000
by whit

LastModif
Comments

Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties 29 Nov 10 23:06 GMT-0000
You need to:

1. Use the Wiki feature as the home.
2. On Wiki Admin page, use Main Page as the home page.

Please see the docs for details.
Retest and close, as necessary.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 13 Mar 11 15:12 GMT-0000
It should be possible to specify any URL as the Tiki site index. This was possible in earlier Tiki versions, so is a regression. People are still reporting this problem in Tiki 6.2.
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